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Let R be a commutative ring with identity. An extension MS N of 
R-modules is said to be distributive ifit satisfies the following condition: 
Mn(X+ Y)=(MnX)+(Mn Y), for all submodules X, Y of N. 
In [2], Davison has shown that every R-module M which is locally non- 
zero at every maximal ideal of R has a maximal distributive extension and 
has raised the question: Is this unique up to M-isomorphism, in which case 
one can denote it by D(M) and call it the distributive hull of M [l, 51. 
In this paper we answer the question in the affirmative inthe case when 
M is the R-module R, and we show that D(R) is a ring contained in the 
maximal quotient ring Q(R) of R such that for each maximal ideal P of R 
the set of R,-submodules of D(R)p containing R, is linearly ordered. We 
then describe the distributive hull D(R) in certain cases. In particular, we
show that the distributive hull of a Noetherian integrally closed domain R 
is given by (nPEX RP} n K, where X is the set of all maximal ideals of R 
of height greater than one and K is the field of quotients of R. If R is an 
Artinian ring, then D(R) = R. We also show that these results remain true 
when R is replaced by an ideal (restrictions may be imposed) of R. 
Throughout R will denote a commutative ring with identity and 
MaxSpec R will denote the set of maximal ideals of R; if M is a submodule 
ofan R-module Nandx,yEN, (kf:y)={r~R(ry~M}, (x:y)=(Rx:y). 
If R is a ring, Z(R) is the set of zero divisors of R. 
1 
LEMMA~.~. LetRbearingandT={tER-Z(R)IRtERisdistributive}. 
Then T is a saturated multiplicatively closed subset of R. 
Proof. Let t, and t2 be any two elements of T. Then clearly 
t, t, E R - Z(R). Since Rt, G R is distributive, (Rt, : r) + (r : s) = R, for all 
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YE R and all SE Rt, [l, Proposition 1.11. Since t, E R - Z(R), it follows 
that (Rt, t, : rt,) + (rt, :st,) = R, for all r E R and all SE Rt,. Hence 
Rt, t2 E Rt, is distributive [ 1, Proposition 1.11. But Rt, G R is distributive. 
Therefore by [2, Lemma 2.11, Rt, t, E R is distributive. Hence t, t, E T. 
Now let u E R and t E T such that u 1 t. Then t = ru, for some r E R - Z(R) 
and hence Rru c R is distributive. Therefore it follows that Rru c Rr is 
distributive. But then this implies that Ru G R is distributive. Therefore 
UE T. 
The letter T defined in the above statement will retain the same meaning 
in the sequel. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a ring and S a multiplicatively c osed subset of R 
contained in R - Z(R). Then R c S 1 R is distributive if, and only ty, S G T. 
2 
In this section we state and prove our main results. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every ring R as a module over itself has a distributive hull 
D(R), where D(R) is a ring contained in the maximal quotient ring Q(R) 
of R. 
Proof: Let R be a ring. Then R, # 0, for all P E MaxSpec R. Therefore 
R has a maximal distributive extension [2, p.301. To prove the uniqueness, 
we proceed as follows. Let R c A4 be any distributive extension of 
R-modules. Then for any non-zero element m in M, we have R = R n 
(Rm+R(l-m))=(RnRm)+(RnR(l-m)). Hence l=am+b(l-m), 
for some a, b E R with am E R and b( 1 -m) = b - bm E R; that is, 
a, b E (R : m). We now claim that (R : m) m # 0 and also (R : m) r # 0, for 
all non-zero elements r of R. Suppose that (R : m) m = 0. Then it follows 
that am=bm=O, and hence 1 =am+b(l-m)=b. Thus Im=m=bm=O. 
This is a contradiction to the choice of m in M. Therefore (R : m) m # 0. 
Now for any non-zero element r of R, we have r = ram + rb( 1 -m) # 0. 
That is, (R : m) r # 0, for all non-zero elements r in R. Since m was taken 
to be any non-zero element of A4, it follows that for all non-zero elements 
m in M, (R : m) is a dense ideal of R [3, p. 371, and (R : m) m # 0. Hence 
by [3, Proposition 6, p. 401, M is isomorphic to a submodule of the 
maximal quotient ring Q(R) of R. So by identifying M with its isomorphic 
copy in Q(R), we have R E Mc Q(R). 
Now take a maximal ideal P in R. Then R,E M, E Q(R)p and R,c M, 
is a distributive extension of RF-modules [2, Lemma 2.5.1. Hence for 
any m/s E M, - R,, R,G R,(m/s) [2, Lemma 2.71, which implies that 
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1 = (r/s’)(m/s), for some r/s’ ER,. Clearly r/s’ and m/s are units in cJ(R)~ 
and r/s’ERr-Z(Rp). We now set T,={teR,--Z(R,)IR,tsR, is 
distributive) n {units of Q(R)p}. Then r/s’ E T, and m/s = Y/r E T; ‘R, G 
Q(R)p. Since m/s was taken to be any element in M,-- R,, it follows that 
R,EM~G TP~R+Q(R)~. 
We now define D(R) = {x E Q(R) 1 x/l E T; ’ R,, for all P E MaxSpec R}. 
Then what follows from the above argument is that ME D(R) and that 
D(R) contains an isomorphic image of every distributive extension of R. 
Since for each P E MaxSpec R, R, G D(R)r E T; lR, in Q(R),+ it follows 
that R G D(R) is a distributive extension of R-modules [2, Lemma 2.61. 
Hence D(R) is the distributive hull of R. 
To complete the proof we are left to show that D(R) is a subring of 
Q(R). For this take any two elements x1, x2 in D(R). Then for all 
P~MaxSpec R, we have x,/l, x,/l E T;‘R,. But T;‘R, is a ring. There- 
fore we have (x,-x,)/l, x1x2/1 are in T;‘R,, for all P~MaxSpec R. 
Hence x1 -x2, x1 x2 E D(R). Therefore D(R) is a subring of Q(R). 
COROLLARY 1 (cf. [2, Theorem 3.41). Let R be a local ring. Then 
D(R) = T-‘R. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a ring with the distributive hull D(R). Then for 
each maximal ideal P of R, the set of R,-submodules of (D(R)/R)p is 
linearly ordered. 
Proof. Let P be a maximal ideal of R. Then D(R),, c T; ‘R,. Therefore 
it is enough to show that for any two elements r,/t, , r,l t2 E T; ‘R, - R,, 
either Rp(r,/t,) c RP(rZ/tZ) or Rp(rZ/t2) G Rp(rl/tl). Now because 
R,r T;‘R, is distributive, by [2, Lemma 2.71, we have R,E Rp(r,/tl) 
and R,G RP(rZ/tZ), which implies that Rptl E R,r, and R,tzz R,r,. 
Thus t, = ur, and t, = br, for some a, bc R,. That is, Rp(r,/tl) = RP( l/a) 
and Rp(r,/tz) = RP( l/b). Since R,c R,(l/a) and R,G R,(l/b) are dis- 
tributive extensions of R.-modules, it follows that R,a E R, and R,b G R, 
are distributive extensions of R,-modules. But then we have either R,a E 
R,b or R,b c R,a. Therefore it follows that either Rr(l/b) E RP( l/u) or 
RP( l/u) E RP( l/b). That is, either Rp(r2/t,) G Rp(r,/t,) or Rp(r,/t,) E
RJr,/t,). The result now follows. 
Because of its use we state the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a ring and Mc N an essential extension of 
R-modules. Suppose that f: N + X is an R-morphism of R-modules. If the 
induced map f 1 M: M + X is injective, then f is injective. 
LEMMA 2.3, Let R be a ring contained in a ring R’. If R c R’ is an essen- 
tial extension of R-modules, then Z(R) = Z( R’) n R. 
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Proof Let a E R and let f,: R’ -+ R’ be defined by f,(x) = ax, x E R’. 
Then a E Z(R’) if and only if , is not injective. Thus f, ) R: R + R has non- 
zero kernel. That is, a E Z(R), which proves that R n Z(R’) E Z(R). But 
clearly Z(R) G R n Z( R’). Therefore we have Z(R) = R n Z( R’). 
Remark. Davison in [2, Proposition 3.51 claimed that for any ring R, 
the set K(R) = {x E Q(R) : for each maximal ideal P of R there is an 
element s/l E R, such that Rp E RP( l/s) is distributive an (s/1)(x/l) E R, E 
Q(R)r) contains an isomorphic copy of every distributive ring extension of 
R and R c K(R) is distributive. In claiming that R c K(R) is distributive, h  
appears to assume that for each P E MaxSpec R, R, E Q(R)r is an essential 
extension of R,-modules. However, we have found no known proof of 
this. Since the subset A = {x E Q(R): R G R + Rx is not distributive and 
for each maximal ideal P of R there is an element s/l of R, such that 
R,G R,(l/s) is distributive and (s/l). (x/l) =0} of Q(R) is contained in 
K(R), there is a gap in Davison’s proof that R c K(R) is a distributive 
extension. However, there are cases where we have K(R) is the distributive 
hull of R. We first recall that for any ring R, R c Q(R) is an essential 
extension of R-modules. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If either R is Noetherian or R is an integral domain, 
then K(R) is the distributive hull of R. 
Proof: Since in either case Q(R) = S’R, where S= R-Z(R) [4, 
Proposition 2.11, p. 2041, it follows that R, E Q(R)p is an essential exten- 
sion of R,-modules, for all P E MaxSpec R. Hence by Lemma 2.3, we have 
R, - Z( RP) G Q( R)p - Z( Q( R)p). The result now follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a ring and I be a regular ideal of R. Then 
every distributive xtension of I has an isomorphic copy in the maximal 
quotient ring Q(R) of R. If moreover I is locally invertible, then the sub- 
module D(Z) of Q(R) generated by the set of submodules of Q(R) which are 
distributive extensions of I is the distributive hull of I and for each maximal 
ideal P of R, the set of R+submodules of (D(I)lI). is linearly ordered. 
Proof Let 1~ M be any distributive extension of R-modules. Then 
S’R = S-‘IE S-‘M is S’R distributive (S= R - Z(R)) [2, Lemma 2.51. 
Since ZE M is an essential extension of R-modules [2, Proposition 2.11, 
the mapping m -+ m/l of A4 into S-‘M is an injection. Since S’R G S’M 
is distributive, S-‘A4 has an isomorphic copy in Q(S-‘R) (Theorem 2.1). 
But Q(S’R) = Q(R) [4, p. 2051. Therefore Q(R) contains an isomorphic 
copy of M. The remaining part of the proof is similar to that of 
Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2 to it. 
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3 
We recall that in a Noetherian local ring R with maximal ideal P, any 
non-zero distributive ideal is a power Pk of P. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian local integral domain with maximal 
ideal P. Suppose that there exists a non-zero ideal I of R such that IS P is 
a proper distributive extension of R-modules. Then R is of Krull dimension 
one. 
Proof Let Z be a non-zero ideal of R such that Zs P is a distributive 
extension of R modules. Then I = Pk = Pt, for some t E Pk- ’ and some 
positive integer k [ 1, Proposition 1.23. Since I is contained in the ideal 
generated by t, and t is not a unit, it follows that R is of Krull dimension 
one (Krull’s principal ideal theorem). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a Noetherian local ring with non-zero 
maximal ideal P. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) R#D(R) 
(ii) R is a discrete valuation ring. 
Proof: (i) + (ii) R #D(R) c S-‘R (S = R-Z(R)) implies that Rt c R 
is distributive for some t E S A P. So Rt = Pk for some positive integer k. 
Hence Pk is an invertible ideal of R, which implies that P is an invertible 
ideal of R. Therefore R is a discrete valuation ring. 
(ii) + (i) This is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For any Artinian ring R we have D(R) = R. 
Proof. Since R is Artinian, R is Noetherian and so is a total quotient 
ring, so R = D(R) = Q(R). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be an integral domain with field of fractions K. 
Then D(R) = n P c MaxSpec R (Tp’Rp)zK, where T,=(~ER~-{O}IR~~G 
R, is distributive). 
Proof Let A4 be any distributive extension of R. Then h4 has an 
isomorphic copy in K (Proposition 2.4). So we may regard M as a 
submodule of K. Hence R = 0 Pt MaxSpec R R, C &I = n PE MaxSpec R M, C K. 
Since T; ‘R, is the distributive hull of R, in K, R, c M, c T; ‘R, 
for all maximal ideals P of R. Therefore it follows that R c Mc 
n PE MaxSpec RtT; ‘W. Clearly n PE MaxSpec R( T; ‘&) 5 T; ‘R, for any 
maximal ideal Q of R and R, c (R,), E (T;lRo)o is a distributive 
extension of Ro-modules, for all maximal ideals Q of R. Therefore 
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n PtMaxSpecR(TP’RP) is a distributive xtension of R and contains 
an isomorphic copy of every distributive xtension of R. Hence 
n PEMaxSpec ,J r; ‘R,) is the distributive hull of R. 
When R is a Noetherian integral domain we can be more explicit about 
the expression of D(R). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain. Then 
mR)=nP,x R,, where X consists qf all the maximal ideals P of R such 
that R, has no proper distributive xtension at all. Moreover if R is 
integrally closed, then the set X consists of all the maximal ideals of R of 
height greater than one. 
Proof: By Proposition 3.4, D(R) = n.E,,,,,,, ,J T;‘R,). Now if R, 
has no proper distributive extension at all, then T, is the set of units in R, 
and hence T;‘R, = R,. If on the other hand R, has a proper distributive 
extension, then T;‘R, = K, the field of fractions of R (Proposition 3.2). 
Therefore it follows that D(R) = fiPtX R,. 
If now R is assumed to be integrally closed, then the only case where 
D(R,) = K is that when P is of height one and for all the maximal ideals 
P of R of height greater than one, we have D(R,) = R, [ 1, Proposition 
4.51. Therefore in this case X consists of all the maximal ideals of R of 
height greater than one. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R be a Noetherian integrally closed domain and I an 
ideal of R. Then I has a distributive hull and this is given by npC X D(I,), 
where X consists of all the maximal ideals of R of height greater than one 
and D(I,) is the distributive hull of R.-module I,. 
Proof: Since the case I = 0 is trivial, therefore we take I to be a non- 
zero ideal of R. Then clearly I= 0 Pt MaxSpec RI,, and every distributive 
extension of I has an isomorphic copy in the field of quotients K of R 
(Proposition 2.5). Let P be any maximal ideal of R. Then we have two 
cases. 
Case 1. Height of P is one. Then R, is a discrete valuation ring and 
hence in this case we have D(Z,) = K. 
Case 2. Height of P is greater than one. Suppose that I, has a proper 
distributive extension. Then I, = P, and D(Z,) = R, [ 1, Proposition 4.53. 
Therefore as in the case of Proposition 3.4, we have D(I) = nPEX D(I,). 
From the above proof it is clear that for each maximal ideal P of R, the 
set of submodules of D(Z,) containing I, is linearly ordered. Since for each 
maximal ideal P of R we have D(Z)p c D(Z,), for each maximal ideal P of 
R the set of R,-submodules of D(Z)p containing I, is linearly ordered. 
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